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ClearDATA is healthcare’s largest managed cloud and security services provider, powered 
by industry-leading software and a proprietary Policy-as-Code™ Engine. Our sophisticated 
tooling delivers a cloud ecosystem that prevents, detects, and remediates compliance drift and 
sensitive data security gaps, automating and enforcing continuous multi-cloud security and 
compliance with hundreds of controls from an array of regulatory frameworks. 

Every healthcare organization has a different journey with unique goals. For some, it is secure 
adoption of public cloud infrastructure. Others have goals of expansion of application portfolio 
and new business objectives. Whatever your healthcare business aspires to do, ClearDATA has 
the design expertise and resources to help you attain them.   

Your Journey. 
Your Goals.

https://cleardata.com
https://cleardata.com


Cloud Catalyst.  
Healthcare Protector.

We are Healthcare’s largest managed cloud and security 
provider, enabled by our powerful CyberHealth™ platform. 
Our solutions operationalize compliance, privacy and security 
for the healthcare ecosystem in the public cloud. To learn 
more about how ClearDATA delivers a secure and scalable 
healthcare cloud, visit cleardata.com. 

Cloud Enablement 

Data & Analytics 

Privacy & Cybersecurity

d Cloud Strategy and Transformation consultants are your trusted advisors, providing guidance on “move to 
cloud” readiness, preparation, and execution. We provide capabilities including cloud readiness assessments, 
modernization roadmaps and cloud strategy alignment.

d Cloud Migrations focus on assessments, architecture guidance, and executing the move of existing workloads 
to Azure. Services include Application and Infrastructure Assessment, Dependency Mapping for 
Migration Waves, Account and Tagging Strategy, and Landing Zone Architecture and Deployment. 

d DevOps Enablement helps you implement continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD), Infrastructure 
as Code (IaC) processes, and tooling for cloud-native development. We begin our offerings with Current State 
Tooling Assessments, DevOps pipeline architecture, IaC Strategy and DevOps cultural transformation.

d Disaster Recovery provides customers the technology and process design, as well as implementation that 
enables the fast resumption of cloud services after an interruption.

d Data Pipelines enable efficient, accurate and timely validation and processing of source data. These include 
automated ingestions, integrations, and standardized processing of data to prepare it for use.

d Database Migration services transition customers from on-premises databases to cloud-native offerings, 
moving from expensive commercial databases such as Oracle and SQL Server to open-source technologies in 
cloud-native environments.

d Data Lakes & Designs centralize meaningful data, providing enhanced consistency, access, access control and insight. 

d Data Governance coordinates the critical activities that protect, organize, and enable value from data. 
Yep, our consultants can help you here, too.

d Analytics & Reporting is where your organization can deliver the value of the data. Consultants provide design and 
implementation of data stores to support various reporting use cases.

d Compliance is a requirement for healthcare organizations. A Security Risk Assessment led by our 
expert and cofounder can help you uncover problem areas and keep you compliant – especially if you 
participate in Merit-Based Incentive Payment Systems (MIPS).

d Threat Identification & Hunting provides incident readiness and response, vulnerability assessments, 
and remediation.

d Cybersecurity delivers comprehensive security assessment, preparedness training and security 
consultancy services.

d Privacy performs impact assessments, data locality planning and enforcement, and comprehensive 
data masking.
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Schedule a Consultation

Let’s get started strategizing  
your next-level cloud journey

https://cleardata.com
https://www.cleardata.com/consultation/

